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CRINOLINA Night on the ship Marina - 17.02.2023 

On the ship of Marina, which was anchored and remodeled to Botel on the Rijeka port, more 

than a decade, a Krinoline Night this year was held for the 11th time. This ball under masks 

is organized by Botel Marina and the Rijeka Carnival Association Happy Oldtimers, and 

brought together representatives of carnival associations gathered in the Federation of 

European Carnival Cities as well as representatives of Rijeka Carnival Groups. There were 

Master Sandi Pribanić and Queen Maja Babin, as well as former longtime Master Toni with 

his wife Liviana Škrobonja, FECC President Lars Algell from Sweden, I as Vice President, 

General  treasurer Aleksandar Cicimov from North Macedonia, General Secretary Branko 

Brumen from Slovenia and representatives of carnival associations from Croatia,  Austria, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Italy and Serbia. This humanitarian ball connects the tradition of 

the former Rijeka balls during the carnival, the masquerade spirit and the great, humane 

Rijeka heart. The income collected is intended for a safe house.  

This was a wonderful, dancing and cheerful night. FECC President Lars Algell awarded to 

the presidents of Happy Oldtimers Đurđica Margetić and head of Botel Marina Andrej Kušeta 

FECC Medal. We thank them from the heart for the invitation and congratulate them for the 

great organization. 

Humanitarian manestras on Rijeka Korzo and pajamas party in Kafe Iskra - 18.02.2023 

On Saturday morning, traditionally the Rotary people cook humanitarian manestra in the 

Bazarig passage, and on Rijeka Korzo, humanitarian masquerade Jot was cooked by 

members of the Croatian Chamber of Crafts. Revenues from both events go for humanitarian 

purposes and, like every year, certainly came to the right address. 

In the evening, the Carnival Group Čikets from Rijeka celebrated its 30th anniversary of work 

and the 20th anniversary of the Padjama Party in Kafe Iskra. FECC President Lars Algell 

awarded them a FECC medal. 

Humanitarian Gala Party in Governor's Palace in Rijeka - 18.02.2023 

Wishing the distinguished guests welcome in the Carnival Rijeka, the Mayor of Rijeka Marko 

Filipović wished them a good party at the Humanitarian Gala Party, where funds were raised 

to equip the space of organized residence for the users and protégés of the Adult home, as 

well as at the 40th International Carnival Parade. 

"Thank you to all the ambassadors and consul, as well as representatives of our friends cities 

- you are not only representatives of your countries and cities here, but also the 

ambassadors of Rijeka Carnival and Rijeka in the world," said Mayor Filipović. 

There were more than 350 famous faces from the political, economic, cultural and sports life 

of the city of Rijeka. Representatives of the Federation of European Carnival Cities, led by 

President Lars Algell from Sweden, also responded to the humanitarian ball. Interestingly, at 

this ball, the FECC General treasury Aleksandar Cicimov from Northern Macedonia at the 

commemorative raffle won seven daily cruise on the Adriatic Sea. 



Reception of the Mayor of the City of Rijeka - 19.02.2023 

Rijeka Mayor Marko Filipović with associates, director of the Rijeka Tourist Board Petar 

Škarpa, as well as Master Sandi Pribanić and Queen of Rijeka Carnival Maja Babin and 

Honorary Master Toni Škrobonja received representatives of international carnival groups, as 

well as groups that came from other parts of Croatia to Rijeka carnival. 

All representatives of the groups received a commemorative key of the city, printed at a 3D 

printer at the Porin Development Agency in Rijeka, and the groups also donated hosts the 

occasional souvenirs and gifts. 

In addition, the president of the Federation of European Carnival Cities Lars Algell awarded 

the FECC Memoriam Vivat plaque and medals for the 40th edition of Rijeka Carnival to  

Mayor Marko Filipović, the director of the Tourist Board Petar Škarpa and the longtime 

Master of Rijeka Carnival Toni Škrobonja. The president of the Croatian Carnival Association 

Ivan Prpić did the same. Everyone changed their good wishes and wished that the Rijeka 

Carnival lasts for a long time. 

40. Jubilee International Carnival Parade - 19.02.2023. 

In 1982, a renovated Rijeka carnival was held for the first time, organized by the Rijeka 

Tourist Board after a long ban. Since then, the centuries-old tradition of carving in the coastal 

regions of Croatia has continued in the best light. The city on the Rječina river rose among 

the most significant European carnival cities. No one has even guessed the extent to which 

the now -traditional International Carnival will take place over the years. The international 

carnival procession is just one of the programs of this significant event. Year after year, an 

increasing number of participants and audiences from home and abroad are gathered. 

Today, it is an international event that is highly ranked in European and world guides, on top 

events that need to be visited. 

The Rijeka Carnival began this year on St. Anthony's Day on January 17, and lasted to the 

Ashtray on February 22. There were many interesting carnival events. At the beginning of the 

"fifth seasons", was traditionally held a masquerade spectacle "The Choice of the Queen of 

Rijeka Carnival and the handover of the city key". This was followed by: Children's carnival 

pparade, which featured more than 5200 children in 53 carnival groups, dressed in specially 

designed imaginative masks, 12. Carnival Snowboard Session on a nearby mount Platak, 

Voluntary blood donation of carnivalists at the Tower Center Rijeka, Torpedo carnival run, 

theater comedies "Laughter Days in Carnival", exhibitions "40 Costles for the 40th Rijeka 

Carnival" and "Smiling Faces of the Rijeka Carnival", the Carnival Trash Party in the Rijeka 

tunnel and a multitude of very interesting concerts. 

Jubilee 40th Carnival Rijeka shone with full splendor on February 19th on Rijeka Korzo. 

Nearly 9,000 participants in 90 carnival groups and 56 large allegorical floats "occupied" the 

city center and showed phenomenal masks. Korzo was a cacophony of sounds, every group 

with their music, colorful of bones and harmony of choreography, talking stories, mockery of 

the powerful, rejoicing in the new spring and the new cycle of life. In addition to the urban 

masks, a local shit was retained, which is an authentic expression of freedom and joy of 

living. 



At the head of the parade were Master Sandi Pribanić, Queen of Rijeka Carnival Maja Babin 

and the Mayor of Rijeka Marko Filipović. Along with them were the unavoidable symbols of 

the Rijeka Carnival Mors, the first Majorettes of Rijeka, the Trsat City Music, and the former 

honorary master Toni Škrobonja, 19 former queens of Rijeka Carnival and former long -

standing Mayor Vojko Obersnel, who always knew how to make people laugh with his self -

irony masks. 

In addition to groups from Rijeka, Primorje -Gorski Kotar County and Croatia, 13 groups from 

abroad participated in the procession, namely three groups from Italy - Nuovo Comitato 

Carnevale Boscarel Verona, Este and Grup Morgana Mirandol, two from Montenegro - 

Masquerade Herceg Novi and Festajuni Budva, two from Hungary - Debrecen and Koljnof, 

two groups from northern Macedonia - Strumica, from India - Bhoomika Creative Dance 

Center, from the Republic of Malaysia - Malaysiak, and International Association of Eestec 

LC students from many countries as well as an international youth group from 5 countries - 

Storm from Kvarner. In addition to the route, with six stages, the carnival procession was 

announced by couples of the presenter. Traffic in the center of Rijeka was diverted and 

particularly regulated. 

More than 200 Halubay bells have passed the last Korzo. Their ringing has frozen our blood 

in our veins, like all the past 40 years. After the procession, the party continued with music 

and dance at several city locations. On the main stage, Master Sandi Pribanić returned the 

key to Mayor Marko Filipović. Pust paid at the sea for all the bad in the last year. Pust is the 

main character of traditional events. It's a human doll made of straw and dressed in old 

clothes. Pust symbolizes everything ugly, negatively and uncomfortable that happened to 

people in the past year. It is a custom to be burned and so symbolically destroying evil. 

Congratulations to the organizers Rijeka Tourist Board, the City of Rijeka and the co -

organizers of the accompanying events on the excellent organization of the 40th Jubilee 

Rijeka Carnival and thank them for their warm hospitality. 

                                                                                                 Josip Silov, 

                                                                                    Internacional FECC Vice-president 


